
ESSAY ON ROMEO AND JULIET PROLOGUE

Perfect for acing essays, tests, and quizzes, as well as for writing lesson plans. The Prologue does not merely set the
scene of Romeo and Juliet, it tells the.

Then in the Second Act, in the passage when Romeo and Juliet are devoting their love to one another, fate is
occurring a lot here, although neither of them realise they are actually in a way sometimes speaking their
unseen future of what is going to happen to them if they were to be together. In my essay, I will describe how
Romeo and Juliet were destined to have an unhappy ending from the start and whether it was all to do with
fate and whether or not it could have been avoided. Shakespeare has a tendency to reverse the order of words.
Also note the double meaning of burying strife with death. After meeting each other at a masquerade, Romeo
and Juliet fall in one. The play will tell the story of how the feud was ended by the death of the two young
lovers. So the audiences watching the play in Shakespearean time would have fully understood why this was.
It starts when Nurse tells Juliet that Romeo is from the family that she is meant to hate. If Romeo had never
agreed to marry Juliet, maybe none of the following Tragedies that were just around the corner would had
happened to Romeo and Juliet. The complete meaning, then, is: The continuing feud between the Montagues
and Capulets will only be ended because of the deaths of Romeo and Juliet. So all along Romeo is led to
believe that Juliet is dead and not just under the effects of the potion. Even tough friar Lawrence was aware of
all the consequences of this particular marriage; he personally decided to proceed for many different reasons.
For example, if Peter the servant was able to read. The outcome of the scene is two deaths and one
banishment. They decide to get married on only their second meeting. Beginning with Romeo falling in love
at first sight with Juliet and ending with their notorious deaths, the best explanation for the strange
coincidences is fate. Too many coincidental events occur, altering many lives, and many people search for
answers, but the real answer lies somewhere deep within. Any subject. V and radio. Juliet and Romeo in the
tomb Source The which, if you with patient ears attend, What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to mend. He
has done this by presenting two characters that fall in love but their love cannot be for their families are
enemies. This line depends on the next line to make it complete. Another example of an Antagonist is, Paris
compared to Juliet. Next, the characters undergo a catastrophe at the end of the tragedy, in which the
characters meet a tragic and horrendous death. The fearful passage of their death-marked love The thrilling
story of their doomed love that will cause them to die "Fearful passage" is a poetic way of saying the progress
of their love is full of fear. It does not have to be an exact replication of life, but instead have some realistic
aspects to it. A pair of star-crossed lovers take their life, Two lovers are born from the families. Love is an
emotional expression that comes within two people. Act 3. When Friar Lawrence introduces the idea of a
special potion that makes the body look lifeless for 42hours. This shows that fate is against him again. The
Prologue to Romeo and Juliet Two households, both alike in dignity In fair Verona, where we lay our scene ,
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny, Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean. We can assume that
one child will be a boy, and one will be a girl, and that they will fall in love. I am required to read it in school I
need help writing a paper I am interested in Shakespeare. Nurse tells Romeo that Juliet wants to meet him and
this is when they know they are to marry each other. As if there is nothing neither Romeo nor Juliet can do to
stop. Romeo thinks Juliet is angry with him for killing Tybalt but they meet in her bedroom. What was the true
reason for their early demise?


